
Hang time. Using the X-Mount to hang The 5.
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Your line from step 2

Center the top edge 
with your guide line

Gently lower the canvas 
onto X-Mount
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Find the perfect spot on your walls for your canvas. 
Pro tip: Check the following pages for your canvas 
size to plan accordingly.

Not planning on hanging your WHIM canvas? You can lean it!
More on how to lean it on onawhim.com FAQ page

Using a pencil, temporarily draw a short line 3/4in 
above where the canvas will be once it is hung.  
You can erase this line once the canvas is hung.

Using the measurements provided on the following 
pages, locate where to hang the X-Mount on the wall. 
Mark all four holes of the X-Mount on the wall.

Install the X-Mount on the wall using the 
provided hardware.

Hanging the WHIM canvas onto the X-Mount

a. Center the top edge of the canvas to the short line previously drawn on the wall.  
 (Tip: Mark the center of the canvas frame itself with an erasable pencil.)

b. Without touching the glass, gently press the canvas flat on the wall, slowly lowering it until it catches the X-Mount.

c. Once it catches on the X-Mount, ensure the four corners of the canvas are hooked onto the X-Mount by gently pulling each corner. If  
 the canvas seems loose, remove the canvas and repeat steps 5a and 5b.

See next page for 
measurement
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Hang time. Using the X-Mount to hang The 5.

9.13 in
[ 231.9 mm ]

18.38 in
[ 466.8 mm ]

The 5 - TALL The 5 - WIDE

GUIDE LINE MEASUREMENTS

OVERALL MEASUREMENTS

18-3/8in
[ 467mm ]

9-1/8in
[ 232mm ]

24-3/4 in
[ 627 mm ]

43-1/4in
[ 1097 mm ]


